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Students
cook up
awardwinning
dishes
ERIN MADISON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Charlotte Haugen’s heart was
racing.
She had a salmon to filet and
cook, a sauce to make, accompaniments to prepare and only
one hour to do it.
The first-year College of
Technology student had practiced making the meal at least
eight times before.
She forgot to put on the gloves
she was supposed to wear; she
didn’t reduce her sauce enough.
But she didn’t overcook the
salmon, an easy thing to do, and
she walked away with the
bronze medal in the hot food
category.
The Oct. 23 American
Culinary Federation cooking
competition was the first time
Haugen used her cooking skills
competitively.
She wasn’t the only COT student to win a medal. Three other
COT students who participated
in the competition brought home
medals as well.
Carol Chandler, a second-year
student, won a gold medal for
desserts. Wayne Weidon, also in
his second year, won a silver
award for hot foods, and Sonia
Ward, a first-year student, took
home a bronze medal in cake
decorating.
Students have one hour to prepare an entire meal, said
Melinda Dorn, executive chef at
Creative Catering in Missoula
and COT culinary team coach.
Ward was allowed to bake the
cake in advance but had only an
hour to decorate it, Dorn said.
The cake had to be a birthday
cake with a theme.
Ward chose to do hers in a
winter wonderland theme, complete with snowflakes and
sparkles.
She used fondant, which are
sheets of white sugar paste, to
decorate it, Dorn said.
“It’s a tough medium to work
with,” she said.
Fondant is popular for wedding cakes because it makes the
cake look very smooth, but if
it’s on too thick, it tastes like
cake covered in Tootsie Roll,
she said.

See COOKING, page 8

EYE Iraq

Volume CVIII, Issue 37

Rumsfeld hints at increased forces in Iraq
on

Troop increases likely
for December
elections, insurgents
expected to increase
attacks, bombings

LOLITA C. BALDOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Coming off one of the deadliest
months for American troops,
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld indicated Tuesday that
the number of U.S. forces in Iraq
could rise temporarily as Iraqis
prepare to vote in mid-December
parliamentary elections.
“We have had a pattern of

increasing the number of coalition
forces during periods when there
was an expectation that the insurgents and terrorists would like to
try to disrupt the political process,”
Rumsfeld told Pentagon reporters.
Rumsfeld and Gen. Peter Pace,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said they expect insurgents
to expand their attacks as the elections approach, but would not say
exactly how they plan to protect
U.S. soldiers from the growing
number of roadside bombs.

D a n c i n g to a dif f e r e n t d ru m m e r

Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin

UM freshman Tamara McGinley, a biology major, dances with other members of the weekly Unity Dance and Drum’s West African Dance Class on Tuesday
at 506 Toole Ave. McGinley will also be dancing in the “Day of the Dead,” a Mexican festival celebrating life and death. “We will be dancing and having
fun,” McGinley said. A parade will begin tonight at 5 p.m. downtown. It will end at Caras Park where there will be more dance performances and live
music.

“We’ll decide what we’re going
to do about December as we go
along, but it would not be a surprise to me that the commanders
would want to have some sort of
an overlap there” between arriving
and departing units, Rumsfeld
said.
U.S. troop levels rose to a peak
of 161,000 before the Oct. 15 election on the new constitution, but
dipped to 158,000 as of Tuesday.
There were 159,000 U.S. troops in
Iraq for the January elections.
Rumsfeld also defended the
government’s decision not to permit United Nations human rights
investigators to meet with terror
suspects detained at Guantanamo
Bay. Three U.N. experts were
given permission to visit the facilities in Cuba but said they won’t
go if they could not interview prisoners.
Rumsfeld said it was not appropriate to give U.N. investigators
the same extensive access that has
been granted to officials of the
International Committee of the
Red Cross.
“There has to be a limit to how
one does that,” Rumsfeld said,
adding that government does not
want to increase the number of
organizations that have extensive
access to the detainees. He said the
decision not to provide full access
to the U.N. officials was made not
by the Pentagon but by the U.S.
government.
Rumsfeld and Pace talked at
length about the deadly homemade
bombs — called improvised
explosive devices — that have
become a growing threat in Iraq,
including killing seven service
members in three separate attacks
Monday.
January and October were two
of the deadliest months in Iraq,
they said, because elections were
held then, and the insurgents are
trying to prevent the Iraqi people

See IRAQ, page 8

Democrats force closed session over Iraq intelligence
LIZ SIDOTI
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON (AP) – In a day of political
drama, Democrats forced the Republican-controlled Senate into an unusual closed session
Tuesday, questioning intelligence that
President Bush used in the run-up to the war in
Iraq and accusing Republicans of ignoring the
issue.
“They have repeatedly chosen to protect the
Republican administration rather than get to
the bottom of what happened and why,”
Democratic leader Harry Reid said.
The afternoon halt in Senate business let
Democrats steer the spotlight to the war in
Iraq, an issue on which the president is doing
badly in public opinion polls.
Taken by surprise, Republicans derided the
move as a political stunt but agreed two hours
later to a bipartisan review of the Senate

Intelligence Committee’s investigation into
prewar intelligence.
“The United States Senate has been
hijacked by the Democratic leadership,” said
Majority Leader Bill Frist of Tennessee. The
Republican leader also said President Bush’s
decision to nominate Samuel Alito to the
Supreme Court had “set the Democrats back
on their heels ... This may just be a reaction to
that.”
Democrats sought assurances that
Intelligence Committee Chairman Pat Roberts
of Kansas would complete the second phase of
an investigation of the administration’s prewar
intelligence. A six-member task force – three
members from each party – was appointed to
review the Intelligence Committee’s work and
report to their respective leaders by Nov. 14.
Roberts’ committee produced a 511-page
report in 2004 on flaws in an Iraq intelligence
estimate assembled by the country’s top analysts in October 2002, and he promised a sec-

w w w. k a i m i n . o r g

ond phase would look at issues that couldn’t
be finished in the first year of work.
The committee worked on the second phase
of the review, Roberts said, but it has not finished. He blamed Democrats for the delays
and said his staff had informed Democratic
counterparts on Monday that the committee
hoped to complete the second phase next
week.
“Now we have this ... stunt 24 hours after
their staff was informed that we were moving
to closure next week,” a clearly angry Roberts
told reporters. “If that’s not politics, I’m not
standing here.”
In mid-afternoon Tuesday, Reid demanded
the Senate go into closed session. The public
was ordered out of the chamber, the lights
were dimmed, and the doors were closed. No
vote is required in such circumstances.
Reid’s move refocused attention on the continuing controversy over prewar intelligence.

See DEMOCRATS, page 8
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Guest Column

U-wire

Newfangled anxiety in Missoula

Bush could still break
‘Second – Ter m Cur se’

ERIK HURD
FOR THE KAIMIN

(U-WIRE) EUGENE, Ore. - In the world of baseball, superstition
seems to be falling by the wayside. In the last two seasons, supposedly cursed teams have swept the World Series. Last season, the Boston
Red Sox rose above the Curse of the Bambino. This year, the Chicago
White Sox rose above the Curse of the Black Sox.
With famous curses dropping like flies, the Chicago Cubs’ faithful
are hoping they can rise above their supposed curse in order to claim
victory in next year’s Fall Classic. Don’t hold your breath.
Those who want to see another curse demolished in the coming year
should look not to baseball, but to politics.
At this nation’s founding, George Washington established a tradition that no one would ever serve more than two terms as President of
the United States. Ever since Franklin D. Roosevelt broke
Washington’s tradition by winning four terms, every president who
has won a second term has suffered immense setbacks.
The second term is supposedly the term when a president can do the
most good. Because the president will never have to run for office
again, he can focus on advancing his agenda instead of positioning
himself for a re-election campaign. Moreover, he doesn’t need to raise
funds for his own campaign, which frees him up to fund raise for his
political allies.
With the increased favor of his allies and no future electoral concerns, a second-term president should theoretically be a lean, mean
politicking machine. In practice, though, second-term presidents have
been plagued by scandal, missed opportunities and botched initiatives
for the last half century. It’s called the Second-Term Curse - and it has
struck again.
Though his re-election campaign made him the first man to win a
presidential election with a majority of the popular vote in 16 years,
President George Bush’s reserve of political capital seems to be overdrawn.
He has proposed a hurricane relief plan that members of both parties have called into question. He followed up one of the smoothest
Supreme Court confirmations in recent memory with the totally
botched nomination of Harriet Miers to fill the court’s vacancy. Just
last week, the vice president’s chief of staff resigned in the face of
indictments for making false statements and obstruction of justice.
Meanwhile, the president’s deputy chief of staff remains under investigation for similar allegations.
In all this hullabaloo, the president’s domestic agenda, which started off so strongly, has ground to a screeching halt. His approval rating is plummeting. And though his aides insist that he’s not the kind
of president to care about what the pollsters are saying, there are a lot
of Congressmen who had been planning to ride Bush’s coattails to victory in ‘06. If Bush can’t push his agenda through Congress before the
midterm elections next year, he will have to hope the Republicans can
maintain control of Congress or risk losing forever the chance to
implement his agenda.
But all hope is not lost. Just as the Fenway Faithful continued to
root for their Red Sox year after frustrating year, I am not a fair-weather fan. As a Bush Believer, I am rooting for our president to pull out
of this slump, knock the ball out of the park and get his administration
back on track.
This president is tough, innovative and knows how to surround himself with good people. This president’s opponents will have to keep
their champagne on ice for a little while longer - they haven’t derailed
the Bush presidency yet.
President Reagan dealt with his second-term slump by replacing
several key members of his team. I don’t think that’s how this president will handle it, though. President Bush, though he surrounds himself with seasoned Washington players, seems to revel in defying conventional wisdom. This can sometimes be his weakness (e.g. the
Harriet Miers nomination), or it can be one of his biggest strengths.
This next year is going to be an interesting year for politics, no matter the team you’re rooting for. And who knows ... we might just see
the Second-Term Curse lifted.
Gabe Bradley,
Oregon Daily Emerald (U. Oregon)
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The anxiety has nothing to do
with the next appointment to our
nation’s highest court. It has nothing to do with the Iranian president calling for Israel’s destruction. This anxiety is purely community-based.
The social climate here can be
sized up concisely. Missoulians
are in a hysteria.
The reasons are observable.
Contemporary conversation on
violence in Missoula is situated on
a certain linkage: acts of violence
to anti-gay violence. Why this
seemingly random linkage? Why
are we hysterical?
Sensationalism. The Kaimin,
for instance, has had a particular
role in spawning hysteria in our
community. From relaying the
fanciful tale of Xavier Old Chief’s
brush with gay-haters - I am completely unconvinced this man
locked himself in his dorm without calling police or eating for two
whole days - to its more blatant
fraudulence, and I’ll quote the
Kaimin
contributor
Jacob
Baynham, “[on officer Scott
Oak’s impression of the community perception of] recent downtown violence - and fears that they
were inspired by anti-gay sentiment (emphasis added),” the
Kaimin has proven itself an
incredulous source for information on recurrent violence in and
near downtown Missoula.
Of the latter attack on the
Kaimin’s sensationalistic coverage, it can be rightly maintained
that “they,” the beatings plural,

No Role Model
Recently in Missoula there have been a few
extremely violent beatings in the downtown area.
The first question that came to my mind upon receiving the news of these attacks is why? Why would a
group of kids just randomly beat
someone up?
With many of these cases in
American society we point to violence on TV, or video games, but
I am going to add something new
to that list; a lack of a good role
model. George W. Bush has been
showing the children of America
that violence is the answer. In
fact, he has shown us how to fight violence with
more violence, and fight terrorism with more terrorism.
On 9/11 almost 3,000 people were killed in the
attacks. According to The Washington Post, there
have been 100,000 civilian deaths alone thus far in
Iraq. America has shown its children that not only
should you fight back, but you should fight back with
a ferocity approximately 30 times greater than that of
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I cannot help but feel we are exaggerating the threat posed to
“gays.” Sure, some of you may
insist that I “just don’t know,” and
that the prejudice against “gays”
in Missoula is both subtle and
overt.
True, there is “anti-gay sentiment” here, but it is a sub-issue of
the issue of violence, not the
mainstay. Too, the approach to
“confronting the ‘gay-issue’ headon” is worthless, as we’ve yet to
find a medium to confront anyone
who needs to be confronted.
So go hold your forums, on say,
“Tacit and Explicit Prejudice in
Missoula” perhaps - maybe tie
racism into the agenda. No more
than a handful will attend.
Around 30 attended your first
one? You may preach to the choir
there - do not expect much to
result other than a lightened heart.
Further, such feel-good events
tend to turn into something of a
diatribe, in which few people take
more than their share of time with
the microphone, spewing banality
and ignorance. These staged
events are completely unconstructive and ill-conceived; the atmosphere is inhospitable for constructive discourse, as those with
unpopular opinions, if they show,
fear either being censured or committing a faux pas.
In short, before reforming laws
- not to say they should not be
reformed - or hiring consultants
and more police, we should analyze VIOLENCE in Missoula,
and with scrutiny, not sentiment.
Then develop our opinions, make
our recommendations for remedy,
if necessary, with a sense of hindsight. Quit using the back door
when politicking!

your attacker. That’s even if you never had the proof
that this person attacked you in the first place.
So, in the case of the attacks downtown, I suppose
it would only be appropriate to kill the persons that
are responsible for the crime along with their immediate family members, and any innocent
bystanders that you could kill with
errant machine gun fire.
Of course while you were doing this
you would be taking the money (for the
weapons, ammunition, gas and anything
else you need to hunt these people
down) straight out of your own child’s
college fund. It makes perfect sense to
me, at least through, my interpretation
of the current administrations policies.
How should we expect our children to act when the
most powerful man in the world who this country
voted for doesn’t know how to settle a fight in the
sandbox without bringing out his deer rifle?
PLEASE people next time do it for the children.
Greg Oyler,
sophomore, forestry

Letters
to the editor

D YLAN T UCKER

HOLLY MICHELS
KAYLA STEWART
ALEX STRICKLAND
DAN TESTA

were not, in fact, inspired by antigay sentiment. The facts, as they
appear, establish that one incident
of violence as of late was inspired
by an anti-gay sentiment - even
then we do not know for certain,
as our impeccable judicial process
has yet to disclose to us all truthful and relevant details of the matter.
That is to say, there is no evidence - omitting the nonsensical
tale of Xavier Old Chief, (which
still perplexes me) - any more than
one recent act of violence has
been fueled by anti-gay sentiment.
Yet, in our fallibility, we act and
speak as if being gay is sure to get
a person harassed, or worse, beaten or killed in our community.
Because of an ill linkage
between violence and anti-gay
violence, we may worry ourselves, rightly, and a new drive for
“awareness” may be pushed on us
Missoulians. Such movements
happen when actions of the few
affect public perception of the
many and when public officials
and organizations want their community to believe remedial
“action” is being undertaken. The
“drive” is already underway. A
police officer as a liaison to “the
gay and lesbian community”?
Sensitivity training for police?
Forums? Enough.
The social problem is not violence against “gays”. On any
given weekend, several fights
occur downtown. On any given
Friday you may read in the
Kaimin about incidents of men
assaulting women. The social
problem is violence! Let’s not
forget that. Crimes against “gays”
are not “on the rise.”
Sensationalism. One incident.
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we
find a factual error we will correct it.

Daily Astrology
T O D A Y ’S B IRTHDAY (11-02-05)

LIBRA (S EPT . 23-O CT . 22)

You're so powerful this year, you may think you can do
everything all by yourself. You are strong, but be
forewarned. Not only is the competition fierce, but
pride goeth before a fall. Make good use of your
talents. To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Today is a 5 _ Abundance is yours, but as you well
know, you can turn plethora into dearth. Don't goof
around; be frugal, even if you're feeling flush.

A RIES (M A R C H 21-A PRIL 19)
Today is a 6 _ You're good at financial planning now,
and setting long-term goals. Resist the temptation to
spend it all now. That would not be wise.

T AURUS (A PRIL 20-M A Y 20)
Today is a 7 _ OK, you can defend yourself, if you think
that's necessary. Don't waste a bunch of energy,
though, shouting at someone who's not listening.

G EMINI (M A Y 21-J U N E 21)
Today is a 4 - Again, you're overloaded. The end should
be almost in sight. Set up a date to be whisked away
on an adventure this weekend.

C ANCER (J U N E 22-J ULY 22)
Today is a 10 _ It's quite possible that a person you
care very much about wants every minute of your
time. It'll be rather pointless to argue. Acquiesce.

LE O (J ULY 23-A U G . 22)
Today is a 6 _ Stability may be what you want, but
interestingly, you're more likely to get controversy.
Never a dull moment.

V IRGO (A U G . 23-S EPT . 22)
Today is a 7 _ Gather information from afar, but don't
go over there. Figure out a way to get them to send it
to you.

SCORPIO (O CT . 23-N O V . 21)
Today is an 8 _ You can afford to be compassionate.
You can afford to be nice. Besides, both those
qualities look very good on you.

SAGITTARIUS (N O V . 22-D EC . 21)
Today is a 6 _ You're under pressure to act quickly, but
don't be impetuous. If you don't approve of what's
being done, stall.

C APRICORN (D EC . 22-J A N . 19)
Today is an 8 _ It may be difficult to hear a small
voice, with all the applause. Be listening for it. That's
where your attention should be directed.

A QUARIUS (J A N . 20-F EB . 18)
Today is a 5 _ One person insists upon compliance.
Another person rebels. You can be the referee. Help
them to fight fair.

P ISCES (F EB . 19-M A R C H 20)
Today is an 8 _ Don't fall for a deal that's too good to
be true. Read the fine print, and check the
infrastructure.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. Distributed by
Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.G
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Getting

PHYSICAL
Two-hour class gives UM
women a sample of
self-defense
KAYLA STEWART
MONTANA KAIMIN
It’s borderline November and the sun melts behind the
mountains now earlier and earlier in the evening. By the
time I leave the Fitness Recreation Center on campus a
few minutes past eight, it’s dark and I can see small puffs
of my hot breath disappear in front of me. I walk briskly,
but keep my hands out of my pockets. Just in case. I want
to call my boyfriend, but I stay off the cell phone. Just in
case.
As I walk to my car, which is another two blocks away,
I hear the crisp leaves crunching underneath my own footsteps. It’s not long before I hear more footsteps behind me.
I turn my head to the left and see a male in a dark blue
jacket a few feet back.
My pace gets faster. My heart begins to pound. My mind
races with everything I just learned. Be alert. If he attacks
— yell, scream, hit, punch. I review my notes — where to
pinch, what to yell, what nerve endings are where.
But I can’t remember everything. What if he’s too strong
for me, and though my adrenaline kicks in and I hit and
scream and cry and beg, he still takes me somewhere and
rapes me?
Maybe I’ve watched too many Lifetime movies, maybe
I’m just overreacting, but after taking the Women’s SelfDefense Combat Training Class at the University last
Wednesday night, my senses are heightened and I am more
aware. Which is just what self-defense instructor Todd
Taylor wanted me to take away from his two-hour class.
“You all have the responsibility to be protected and
nobody has the right to violate you,” he said, standing in
front of over 40 participants.
“There’s a good chance that someone in this room has
been assaulted and for that I’m sorry.”
But Wednesday night wasn’t about saying sorry. It was
about awareness and tools and empowerment. The class is
rumored to be an in-your-face session that leaves participants with bruises, hoarse voices and foul language echoing
in their minds. But many have come back from last semester, wanting to do it again and learn more.
“There will be some pain associated with tonight,” Taylor
warns at the beginning, to a quiet, apprehensive room of
women.
He’s used to pain.
Taylor, a UM business student, has also been a law
enforcement officer, a bodyguard for the likes of Diana
Ross, Harrison Ford, Boy George, and currently owns
Missoula’s Summit Martial Arts. He has 25 years of
women’s self-defense training under his belt and 30 in martial arts. He’s been shot, stabbed, has survived a bone infection and regained consciousness in July of 2002 after being
in a coma.
“Everyday is the first and last for me,” he said, pacing
slowly in front of the line of women. “Self-defense has a
very deep meaning for me.”
Taylor often goes home from self-defense classes with
black eyes, swollen lips and bruises up and down his arms.
But it’s all in the name of education.
“When I started martial arts 30 years ago, I was a skinny
little kid and I just wanted to fight back,” he said, grinning.
“But then I realized that’s not what it’s about. This is my
attempt at giving back to the University.”
When the evening is over, he gets down on one knee, so
he can talk to the women sitting on the floor at eye level.
“I hope tonight you gained some insight into what selfdefense is and isn’t,” he said to the group, now sweaty,
many of them with their sleeves rolled up. “Think before
you act. You are all very strong, powerful women.”

B ein g a B.I .T.C .H .
It’s 20 minutes in and we are already partnered, lined up
facing each other across the room — one row the attacker

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Junior Kaela Clawson practices the new self-defense pinching tactic she learned on sophomore Clayton Dinkins, a student of Todd Taylor. Taylor is the owner of Summit Martial
Arts in Missoula.

and the other an unsuspecting woman. The attackers
approach and the room is suddenly a spectacle of escalating
arguments. The first exercise is to train us to use our voices
— be forceful and aggressive when our space has been violated.
“I want you to be a B.I.T.C.H.,” he said to the women,
explaining that it means a woman Being In Total Control of
Herself. “When you fear, I want you to strike back.”
Jessica Andrews, a sophomore in history and pre-journalism, isn’t afraid to strike back. One of the more vocal

“

It’s fine to be lighthearted about

this, but (I want) to know I could
do this a real situation. I keep my
aggressive
feelings in check, but should I feel
threatened I could unleash and
not go down without a fight.
— J essica Andr e w s ,
c l a s s p a rt i c i p a n t , s o p h o m o r e
i n h i s t o ry a n d p r e - j o u r n a l i s m

”

women of the group, Andrews admited it’s something she
takes seriously. One of her extended family members was
raped and almost murdered when she was a little girl.
“I had feelings about what happened and it has affected
the way I live,” she said. “When I’m in a situation, I can

channel some of the emotions. Given the environment we
were in, I felt safe releasing aggressions.”
In an assault situation, yelling and screaming draws attention, Taylor said. Secondly, it forces you to breath. And lastly, it spurs adrenaline quicker, providing you with 20 percent more power if you have to get physical with the person.
The next exercises require us to practice specific techniques — hair pulling and pinching.
Taylor asks for a volunteer to demonstrate the pinching,
which if done properly, can stun and injure the attacker.
Michaela Finnegan, a freshman chemistry major, volunteers a bare arm to Taylor who warns three times that it’s
going to hurt. Taylor latches his fingertips onto the inside of
her bicep and Finnegan’s body stiffens as she rises to her
tiptoes, scrunches her face and sucks her breath in. The next
time she lets out a scream.
“Yes, I’m bruised,” she said the following day. “It hurt,
but now I know what it feels like to the other person … it
would surprise them. Most men would not expect the
woman to fight back.”
Taylor offers his arm for retribution and he grimaces and
yells in pain when her fingers twist his skin. We spend the
next ten minutes inflicting painful pinches on the five assistants he has brought along for the evening. Later the same
volunteers willingly hold punching pads while we women
take turns practicing hits.
Taylor wants to change the misconceptions of what
women think they should do during an attack.
Don’t try to kick your attacker in the groin, he said.
“Take an eye, pop an ear drum. I’d rather see you scratch,
bite, pull, punch — get DNA. If someone tries to kiss you
— bite their tongue off. The end of the nose, the ears taste
like a nice piece of chicken.”
The girls squirm and giggle and shake their heads.
“It’s better than laying on the ground bloody and raped,”
he said.
Toward the end of the evening, Emily Potter, UM graduate student in intercultural youth and family development,
is on her back on the floor, frozen in a position with Taylor
straddled on top of her.
She volunteered so Taylor can demonstrate what to do if
things get that far in a rape situation. She’s uncomfortable,
as she recalls later, but not scared. She’s thinking about
some friends of hers who have been here before but in very
different situations.
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One in four women has the potential to be sexually assaulted in their lifetime.
— Todd Tay l o r , Wo m e n ’ s S e lf - D e f e n s e C o m b a t T r a i n i n g i n st ru c t o r

“I’ve had several friends raped,” she said. “I’ve thought
about those friends and being in that position — trying to
get this 300-pound man off of you.”
Tonight, Taylor coaches Potter to stay on her back, pinch
his inner thigh, wrap her legs around him and squeeze and
use her hands and nails to take advantage of the fact that he
will have to free a hand to get his pants down.
She knew ahead of time that this would be the demonstration — however uncomfortable it might be — that she
would participate in. Mainly so she has an idea of what it
feels like to panic under the weight of another person who
is trying to harm her.
“Before I even went, I knew that if there was a volunteer,
I would be the one,” she said.

H i t t i n g c l o s e to h o m e
“One in four women has the potential to be sexually
assaulted in their lifetime,” Taylor said at the end of the
evening. “Rape is not about sex. It’s about fear and intimidation and control. There have been rapes on this campus

“Our main goal is to get the person to the services they
need, advocate for them when necessary and assist them in
healing from whatever happened to them.”
Hanna said 90 percent of sexual assaults are by nonstrangers and that less than 5 percent of the assaults are

“

Think before you act.
You are all very strong,
powerful women.
— Todd Tay l o r

”

reported to law enforcement. Taylor advocates for reporting
assaults, because he said the perpetrator might have the
chance to hurt someone else if he is not stopped.

Maki ng a dif f e r e n c e

”

The women in tonight’s class learned only 1 percent of
what Taylor would normally teach in a full-fledged
women’s self defense class.
One day at a time, one class at a time — Taylor hopes he
makes a difference to someone, in some way.
“I don’t want anybody to misunderstand and think that
this will save you,” he said to the women, of the new techniques. “Your mind will save you.”
For those who are weary of the hands-on style of the
class, Taylor said self-defense classes force people to confront things they might be uncomfortable with.
“The importance is for women to take a stand and challenge themselves to step outside of their comfort zone and
know they have the ability to protect themselves,” he said.
“You don’t want to give anybody a false sense of security.”
Andrews said she knows that what she learned tonight is
not enough, but it’s a start. She plans to invite people to
come to the next one, which will be held in the spring.

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

The women participate in an exercise that involves utilizing their voices to fend off someone who is violating their space. This is one of many techniques taught at the class.

and there have been
murders in Missoula.”
His advice, the same
things he tells his college-age
daughter,
includes reminders to
stay with a group, take
your phone number off
the checks you write at
the store and be wary of
strangers. He told an
anecdotal story of a
nice-looking 40-yearold white male stalker
in California who raped
and murdered seven
women before he was
stopped.
But there are stories
closer to home, too.
According to UM public safety, two sexual intercourse
without consent assaults, three sexual assaults, two peeping
toms and two indecent exposures were reported at the
University of Montana in the 2004-2005 school year.
But numbers from the Student Assault Resource Center
(SARC) on campus tell a different story.
SARC reports that in 2004, 36 students reported rapes.
Seven reported sexual assaults, 10 reported relationship
violence, 13 reported harassment and 13 reported stalking.
Bridget Hanna, SARC coordinator, said it’s important to
point out that the assaults didn’t necessarily occur in the
year 2004. The numbers only reflect that SARC counseled
the students on those issues during that year.
Another factor for the low numbers might be that students
who visit SARC have the option to report or not report.
“People have a number of different choices,” Hanna said.

“

“I wish honestly there was
some way to make everyone
go,” she said.
Because of the rape of her
relative, Andrews said she has
a tendency to keep her guard
up.
“I tend not to feel safe in any
situation,” she said. “It’s fine to
be lighthearted about this, but
(I want) to know I could do this
a real situation. I keep my
aggressive feelings in check,
but should I feel threatened I
could unleash and not go
down without a fight.”
Potter said she also feels
empowered now.
“I am tired of having women
be victimized,” she said. “I feel
so grateful for those two hours. I have a lot of adrenaline and
anger against men who think they are going to get away with
things with me. I’m sure I put out a vibe. The class gave me
the skills to show those things that are inside me.”
She said the empowerment is as important as the skills and
tools.
“It’s about women understanding they can do anything and
not be victims,” she said.
That’s what Taylor is hoping for.
“I want (women) to have the sense that they can fight back
and have the ability to,” he said. “I hope there is a level of healthy
paranoia and they will think before they walk that dark street
alone.
“Even if it’s just 1 percent of people, or one person that can
be protected, I’ve accomplished something pretty incredible.”

Take an eye, pop an ear drum. I’d rather
see you scratch, bite, pull, punch — get
DNA. If someone tries to kiss you — bite their
tongue off. The end of the nose, the ears taste
like a nice piece of chicken.
— Todd Tay l o r
But Hanna said the important thing is that rape prevention starts with the prevention.
“It’s a community effort,” she said. “We’re teaching
bystanders to intervene, working with men to become allies
and empowering women to gain skills to reduce the risk of
sexual assault.”
The responsibility to curb the rape and assault numbers
doesn’t rest all on women’s shoulders’, she said.
“We try to focus on men as bystanders and allies; we
don’t think of them as potential perpetrators,” she said.
“The majority of men would never commit a rape. The
majority of men are really uncomfortable hearing women
degraded. We feel like the strength is in the men who
would never commit violence — that voice is really important.”

”
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Olympic themes coalesce with ceramic tiles in art exhibit
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ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN

Two women struggle for dominance over each other as their
faces are contorted in animalistic
rage. One man sinks his wicked
teeth into another man’s scalp. A
long line of tiny heads looks on in
contemptible amusement.
This unique interpretation of
Olympic tradition is part of
Sandra Trujillo’s art exhibit
“Quarry,” which will be featured
in the UC Art Gallery through
Nov. 18.
“I think her work is kind of
quirky,” said Christine Cleveland,
assistant coordinator at the
gallery. “It’s nice to bring someone like that here, someone who
isn’t a student or a Montana
native. It’s really nice to get some
outside perspective.”
Trujillo’s exhibit consists of six
paintings, each rendered on a collection of ceramic tiles. According
to Cleveland, these tiles are
pieced together and attached to
large chunks of carpet using
Velcro. In addition to the paintings, the exhibit includes several
hundred small buttons, each painted with a unique face. The exhibit’s variety offers numerous examples of Trujillo’s artistic style.
“I really like the drawing quality she uses, and her humor,” said
Beth Lo, a University of Montana
ceramics professor and member
of the gallery’s jury panel. “I like
the way she abstracts characters,
and the lines she uses to abstract
them.”
Trujillo received her master of
fine arts in ceramics from the
University of Colorado in 2001.
Over the past several years, her
work on painted ceramics and her
participation in various group
exhibits have made her a nationally known artist.
“My work is usually really
small,” Trujillo said. “The collection of faces on buttons in this
show, what I call the ‘Peanut
Gallery,’ is the way I normally
work, on a miniscule level.”
The artwork presented in
“Quarry” was all done during
Trujillo’s three-month Archie
Bray Foundation residency with
the Quarry Tile factory in
Spokane, Wash. She said Richard
Baiter, the factory’s owner and
president of the Helena-based
foundation, invited her to work in
the position.

Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin

Washington-based artist Sandra Trujillo’s works “On Your Mark” pictured above, and “Games and a Conflaguration,” pictured below, are painted using glaze. “On Your Mark” was painted on ceramic tiles and
“Games and a Conflaguration” was painted on hundreds of little buttons. Her work is currently on display in the art gallery in the UC through Nov. 18.

For this particular exhibit,
Trujillo said she used the Olympic
theme to invoke the foibles and
bad-behavior found in human
nature. In her artist’s statement,
she said, “These works, in particular, satirize the meaning of the
Olympics as a benchmark of cul-

“These images evolved dot
by dot. There are millions of
drops of glaze on these tiles.”
-Sandra Trujillo, artist
ture and represent our ever-growing distance from human kindness.”
The process Trujillo used in
creating the exhibit’s works was
gradual.
“These images evolved dot by
dot,” she said. “There are millions
of drops of glaze on these tiles, so
that slowed down the process of

developing these images.”
Several of the works in
Trujillo’s exhibit display nude
men and women. She said her
pursuit of nude artwork has
received mixed results during past
exhibits.
“Nudity is not always well
accepted,” she said. “Artists kind
of have to fight for that space.”
This will be one of Trujillo’s
first solo exhibits. Prior to now,
her work has been displayed predominantly in private shows and
group exhibitions. But the
Spokane resident is optimistic
about showing her work on campus.
“I like to exhibit my work in
public venues,” she said. “You
don’t really have that freedom in
other places. It’s nice to have a
public viewing.”
Along with her exhibit, Trujillo
will be presenting a slide lecture

for the public before the exhibit’s
First Friday opening reception.
“It’s going to be interesting,”
she said. “You never know what
kind of dialogue is going to
emerge at a public lecture.”
However, Trujillo doesn’t pursue her artwork for public attention. Her motives in the ceramic
world are more personal.
“It is the act of doing, the act of

engagement,” she said. “That’s
the reward.”
“Quarry” will be on display in
the UC Art Gallery through Nov.
18. Trujillo’s slide lecture runs
from 4-5 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 4 in
UC room 326. The opening reception for the exhibit begins in the
gallery at 5 p.m. The gallery is
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

F i l m ex p l o re s ‘ p i rate ’ i n va sion of rad i o waves
Kaimin Movie Review
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Missoula is pretty lucky as far as radio diversity is concerned. Even though broadcast giant Clear Channel
Entertainment owns a majority of the local stations, there
are a few good alternatives.
Stations like KBGA at 89.9 FM and KDTR “The Trail”
at 103.3 FM have more musical offerings than the prepackaged Top 40 stations and “classic” rock stations.
KKNS at 105.9 FM hosts liberal talk shows to provide a
viewpoint other than that of Rush Limbaugh.
Other places aren’t as lucky. After the FCC removed limits on station ownership, large conglomerates bought radio
stations like they’d become a hot item on eBay. Large cities
ended up with a wide spectrum of stations that all said the
same thing.
In Tucson, Ariz., people fed up with hearing the same

songs or the same handful of political commentators decided to take matters into their own hands. Enter “pirate radio.”
“Making Waves” is a documentary created by Jump Cut
Films about a collection of underground DJs operating their
own alternative stations. KOPC “Free Radio Tucson,”
“Radio Limbo” and KRVL, which are all low-power stations, are the focus of the documentary.
The movie follows these “pirate” stations and their DJs
as they recount the rise and fall of their stations.
As I watched it, I got caught up in the characters. I grew
up in Kalispell, so I’m pretty familiar with constitutionally
minded radio personalities. Seeing two of the DJs clash and
butt heads definitely gave the movie a good edge. It was
also pretty funny to hear one of the DJs for “Radio Limbo”
speak about the station as if he’s not involved with it, especially when they’re playing his voice over clips of him running the station’s equipment.
However, I didn’t think the movie made its point clear
enough. But there were a few good messages that started to
come through. Especially when Shane Eden, creator of
KRVL, described the FCC and the federal government

over-regulating radio. But even that idea lost its credibility
when the film showed another DJ failing miserably to convince a judge that he’s legally allowed to drive without a
license plate on his car.
After more than a day of mulling over the movie and trying to distill a point, I think the directors of “Making
Waves” ultimately wanted to convey the message that people can and should stand up for their rights.
Because it’s taken me this long to find the point with any
degree of certainty, that’s where I think the film fails to
deliver. “Making Waves” was very interesting and definitely worth watching, if only for the weird assortment of characters. But in a movie like this, the point of the film needs
to be clearer.
In an ENEX 101 class, “Making Waves” would get a C-.
Good thought, amusing, but needs a stronger thesis.
As part of the UM Students for Peace and Justice Film
series, “Making Waves” will be shown Thursday, Nov. 3 at
the UC Theater, at 6 p.m. and again at 7:30 p.m. It’s free,
so check it out.
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Griz
goalie
in search
of life
beyond
soccer
Braseth battled
back from
injuries to set
several UM
soccer records

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

University of Montana goalie Sarah Braseth

SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Just like Will Smith’s character
in “Men In Black,” Sarah Braseth
feels as though her identity has
been erased.
For the past five years, this
Kalispell native has been a member, and a necessary one at that, of
the University of Montana
women’s soccer team.
“My identity for so long has
been an athlete,” Braseth, an
anthropology and sociology
major, said. “Now I just have
school and that’s it. I’ll have to
find what my other talents are.”
Whatever those talents may be,

one thing is for certain: Braseth
was one talented goalie for the
Griz.
She holds a total of five singlegame, season and career goalkeeping records at UM. This year
alone, Braseth had 58 saves in
goal, bringing her total collegiate
saves to 287.
Diving, blocking and fighting,
Braseth used her athleticism to its
fullest extent when she was in the
goal.
“She’s been someone that
we’ve been able to rely on
throughout the season,” head
coach Neil Sedgwick said.
In the past five years as a keeper for the Griz, Braseth has adapted to changes on the team, includ-

ing new players, coaches and
techniques.
“I experienced a lot of different
goalie coaches, different coaching
styles and tips,” Braseth said. “I
put all of those together, and it was
fun for me.”
Braseth said her only disappointment with college soccer is
that she only got to play three seasons instead of four. Braseth
experienced a season-ending
injury in 2004 when she tore her
ACL during UM’s first match
against Idaho.
“She fought back hard from an
injury,” Sedgwick said. “She
trained long and hard to get fit.”
All of Braseth’s hard work paid
off as she defended the Griz goal

for her third and final season of
collegiate soccer.
“It went by so fast,” Braseth
said.
She said she still can’t believe
that her time at UM is nearly over.
“It hasn’t hit me yet, but it kind
of makes me nervous,” she said.
“I’ve got to grow up and go into
the real world — no more school
or soccer.”
Braseth said the hardest adjustment she’ll have to make is not
competing on a team.
“It’s weird not to be part of a
team anymore,” Braseth said. “I
think that’s what I’ll probably
miss the most, that and the game.”

Can you dig it?
www.kaimin.org

Fly Fishing
Guide School
Openings for Spring Break
March 27th - March 31st

WE PROVIDE EXTENSIVE GUIDE TRAINING
DURING A WEEK LONG GUIDE SCHOOL. WEEK
INCLUDES:

• Guiding Techniques for
both Alaska and lower 48
• High Job Placement
Assistance (Average Pay
$2,400/mo.)
• Fly Fishing Training
• Fly Casting
• Jet Boat Training
• Fly Tying
• Room and Board
• CPR & First Aid Certification
• Drift Boat Training

Please Call
1-866-GOGUIDE
(1-866-464-8433)

Cayemen
Kiman

www.kaimin.org
SweetwaterFlyFish1x3
10.24.03
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IRAQ
Continued from Page 1
from participating in the political
process.
Pace said U.S. forces are still
finding an enormous amount of
explosives in Iraq. The Pentagon
and its commanders, he said, are
working to find the best technologies and tactics to protect the
troops, including better armor and
improved battlefield operations.
He said that while the number of
IED attacks has risen, the number
of casualties per effective IED
attack is going down. As of
Tuesday, the U.S. military death
toll for October was at least 93,
bringing the total number of military deaths to at least 2,026 since
the war in Iraq began.
Rumsfeld said coalition commanders will soon recommend
future troop rotations based on the
security situation and political
environment in Iraq. In September
the Pentagon announced that about
9,400 active-duty soldiers scheduled to finish one-year tours in
January will stay at least seven
extra days, to avoid a transition to
new units during the Iraqi election.
In other comments:
• Rumsfeld said he believes
some Guantanamo detainees have
been conducting hunger strikes to
capture press attention. Currently,
27 detainees are participating in
the hunger strike, including 24
who are being force fed and monitored by medical authorities.
Many of the nearly 500 prisoners at Guantanamo Bay have been
held more than 3 1/2 years without

charge or access to lawyers. Most
were captured in the Afghanistan
war, suspected of ties to the alQaida terrorist network or the
Taliban regime ousted by U.S.
forces in late 2001.
• Rumsfeld said he does not
recall talking to Vice President
Dick Cheney about undercover
CIA officer Valerie Plame whose
diplomat husband, Joseph Wilson,
publicly questioned the Bush
administration’s justification for
going to war in Iraq. And he said
he is not aware of any involvement
in the matter by the Defense
Department. But he said that with
a department of hundreds of thousands of people and a time span of
five years, he couldn’t be sure.
Cheney’s chief of staff, I. Lewis
“Scooter” Libby Jr., was indicted
Friday on charges of obstruction
of justice, perjury and making
false statements in the investigation into the leak of Plame’s identity.
• Rumsfeld said that after consulting lawyers and ethics officials, he decided not to sell his
stock in a company with an interest in the influenza-fighting pill
Tamiflu, which could be used to
combat bird flu.
He said he considered every
option, but determined it would be
a problem to sell the stock, which
has greatly increased in value.
Rumsfeld has long held the stock
and last week repeated his intention to stay out of any decisions on
treatments or vaccines for bird flu.
• He said he had seen no indication North Korea was backing
away from plans to continue building nuclear weapons.

COOKING
Continued from Page 1
Ward is good at judging the
thickness, Dorn said.
She lost some points because
she used the color blue, which is
rarely seen in natural foods,
Dorn said.
Most students who go to culinary school want to go on to
become chefs, she said. Not
many go into pastries and baking.
On top of that, women don’t
get a lot of respect in the field,
Dorn said. So Ward is really
going against the grain.
Ward did not immediately
return calls from the Kaimin.
Weidon made an “awesome”
chicken dish, Dorn said. He
would have received a gold

DEMOCRATS
Continued from Page 1
Despite administration claims, no
weapons of mass destruction have
been found in Iraq, and some
Democrats have accused the
White House of twisting the intelligence to exaggerate the threat
posed by Iraq.
Vice President Dick Cheney’s
chief of staff, I. Lewis “Scooter”
Libby, was indicted last Friday in
an investigation that touched on
the war - the leak of the identity of
a CIA official married to a critic of
the administration’s Iraq policy.
“The Libby indictment provides
a window into what this is really
all about, how this administration
manufactured and manipulated
intelligence in order to sell the war
in Iraq and attempted to destroy

medal for it, but he lost a few
points for going over time.
Chandler, however, did take
home a gold medal for her
French cheesecake with a gingersnap crust.
Recipes for the competition
are supposed to derive from
classical cooking, Chandler said.
She gets her inspiration by looking through her textbooks and
classical cookbooks.
“I take recipes that catch my
eye, and I kind of adapt them for
the taste I’m looking for,” she
said.
She also tries to make the dish
match the season. Since she
knew she would be competing in
the fall, she created an applecranberry compote to go with
her cheesecake.
The four aspiring chefs didn’t
go into the competition blindly.
“We were pretty confident
those who dared to challenge its
actions,” Reid said before invoking Senate rules that led to the
closed session.
Libby resigned from his White
House post after being indicted on
charges of obstruction of justice,
making false statements and perjury.
Democrats contend that the
unmasking of CIA officer Valerie
Plame was retribution for her husband, Joseph Wilson’s publicly
challenging the Bush administration’s contention that Iraq was
seeking to purchase uranium from
Africa. That claim was part of the
White House’s justification for
going to war.
As Reid spoke, Frist met in the
back of the chamber with a halfdozen senior GOP senators,

Found: Ring on sidewalk outside Ed. Bldg. 10/25. Call
Danielle at 243-6862.

There was a camera found in the LA building. To identify it come to LA 136.
REWARD FOR MISSING BIKE: Torker Bermuda bicycle,
blue w/ removable metal front basket and bell w/
squirrel on it. Any information call 208-830-4509.

PERSONALS

Building self-esteem group for women. UM students
only. Meets Wednesdays 2-3:30. Cost is $10 for all 6
sessions. Contact Stacey at 829-6076

k iosk

PTSA Massage Fundraiser Oct. 31-Nov. 18 MondayFriday from 6:30-8:30pm located in UM PT Clinic in
the Skaggs building.
Be sure…get tested. Free anonymous HIV Counseling
& Testing…243-4330

HELP WANTED
WANTED

College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
Wanted: Assistant High School Girls Basketball CoachFlorence Carlton School. For info. Call 273-6751 or
email: hemphilld@florencec.k12..mt.us

College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com

SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744.

Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592

Carroll Express Computer Services, Home Service,
Free Diagnostics, $20 per/hr, Call Now 370-0439

Vegetable defense League. White shirts $13.00 L-XXX-XXX Proceeds "Pledged to Defend Vegetables" Box
7313 Missoula MT 59807.
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $3.00/page
542-0837

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.org

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

FOR / RECM 495 (6 credits)

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.
Lost: gold 'A' pin. Lost a few weeks ago in science
complex. If found call 406-439-2306

including Roberts, who bore the
brunt of Reid’s criticism. Reid
claimed that Republicans have
repeatedly rebuffed Democratic
pleas for a thorough investigation.
Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., a former majority leader, said a closed
session was appropriate for such
overarching matters as impeachment and chemical weapons —
the two topics that last sent the
senators into such sessions.
In addition, Lott said, Reid’s
move violated the Senate’s tradition of courtesy and consent. But
there was nothing in Senate rules
enabling Republicans to thwart
Reid’s effort.
The Senate had been considering a budget bill when it went into
closed session.

WINTERSESSION IN NEW
ZEALAND!

Dec. 26 - Jan. 20

LOST & FOUND

about our abilities,” said Tom
Campbell, certified executive
chef at the COT.
Before competing, the students make their dishes fifteen
times, he said. Each time, the
coaches taste and critique it
while the students take notes.
“They attempt to refine it over
time,” Campbell said. “It’s
amazing to see the difference
between the first time and the
last.”
The team practices two or
three times a week, often at 5
a.m.
“Competition in general takes
a lot of time and commitment
and dedication,” Chandler said.
Despite the long hours, the
work pays off.
“We really need to be recognized as a school that’s serious
about teaching culinary arts,”
Dorn said.
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FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS www.bigsky.net/fishing
Apt. for Rent: One block from Campus! Two bedrooms, one bath. Spacious and Light. $795/mo + 7%
utilities of building. Call 208-721-0254

Tired of your roommates and/or looking for a parking
space? Furnished studio. All utilities, high-speed
internet & cable paid. $465/month. Take over lease
thru May 12th. Call 207-6043 or 728-2621.
Incredible Cobblestone apartment on the banks of the
Clark Fork. Two bedrooms, two baths, all appliances
including W/D. Walking distance to UM. Call Dwelling
Place, 721-1596.

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

Room for rent South Hills. $350 + util. Clean, Great
View, Students Preferred. Call Bill (510)507-2347
Neat, honest roommates needed to share great South
Hills house. $250 = utilities. Call Dan (360) 319-6890.

MISCELLANEOUS

Local Literary Contest. Cash prizes, publicaiton.
Deadline 11/07/05. Guidelines: mastheadmsla@hotmail.com

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
JEWELRY

Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD
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